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visual studio is a suite of integrated development environment (ide) applications for
microsoft windows operating systems. it is primarily designed for microsoft visual c++
and borland delphi, although it supports other c++ compilers such as clang, gnu c++,

and gcc, as well as the microsoft windows api and.net framework. the visual c++ compiler
is a high-performance, object-oriented, integrated development environment (ide) for
microsoft windows operating systems. it is primarily designed for microsoft visual c++
and borland delphi, although it supports other c++ compilers such as clang, gnu c++,

and gcc, as well as the microsoft windows api and.net framework. visual studio is a set of
integrated development environment (ide) applications for microsoft windows operating
systems. it is primarily designed for microsoft visual c++ and borland delphi, although it
supports other c++ compilers such as clang, gnu c++, and gcc, as well as the microsoft
windows api and.net framework. microsoft visual studio is used by many developers to

create applications. it was originally intended for c++, but it supports other languages as
well. the product was initially called microsoft professional visual c++ but was later

renamed microsoft visual studio. the visual studio product line was extended with the
visual component library (vcl) in the late 1990s, which became the basis for the.net

development platform. several applications of visual studio are the code editor, the ide for
c/c++, the refactoring tools, the debugger, and the code analysis tools. the compiler is

known as the microsoft visual studio compiler. msvc compiles several programming
languages, including c/c++, c#, java, and visual basic. the compiler is distributed as part
of visual studio, and is available as a download for some versions of windows and some
versions of msvc. it is also available as part of the msvc/atl/mfc/c++builder packages,
which include visual c++, the microsoft foundation classes, and the visual c++ tools.
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fortran 90 was released in december 2015, with a
very early release candidate, and became generally
available in april 2016. it is the first major release of
fortran since fortran 95 was released. the release is

an incremental update and does not represent a
change in functionality or any backward

incompatibilities. pgi has released fortran 95, a
major new version of the g95 compiler for windows.
fortran 95 introduces many new features, including

the object-oriented fortran 90 programming
language. the compiler supports fortran 95 natively

as well as the older fortran 90 for compatibility
purposes. visual fortran 90 for windows 7 contains a
multi-threaded version of the pgi fortran 77 compiler
that is capable of compiling source code for the intel
i5, i7 and xeon processor families. visual fortran 90
for windows 7 also includes a threaded version of

the pgi fortran 90 compiler to support multiple
processors in a pc. pgi has delivered a threaded

version of the fortran 77 compiler that is capable of
compiling source code for the intel i5, i7 and xeon
processor families. the c/c++ compiler has also
been ported to windows 7 and can be used to

compile c and c++ source code for x86 and x86-64
platforms. visual fortran 90 for windows 7 includes
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the latest c, c++, and fortran 90 compilers,
including support for intel's next-generation intel

xeon phi coprocessor, and nvidia's cuda for fortran
compiler. visual fortran 90 for windows 7 also

includes support for the intel fortran compiler ifort
95.2 release 9. 5ec8ef588b
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